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To organize contemporary art exhibitions in uninstitutional places is not a newness but a

standard, without quoting ordinary definitions like the “non luoghi” one, which are places

like that of this exhibition. These places are now animated and contextualized by artists’

artworks. This exhibition or whole of exhibitions, organized in an only place, would invade

the new cinema “Cineflash” in all its places of way: the entrance, the hall, the passage to

the movie halls… But this is no comparision or crash between the two different expressive

media which get in touch with each other. It’s important to understand that. So you can

find, on the one hand the quick special  effects and the economic power of the movie

business, on the other hand the slow normal effects of the art, which aspire more and

more to be different. It’s a run between the fruition of time and consolidated habits.

The young artists invited to take part of this exhibition, some almost famous and some

are beginners, form a fine and comprehensive view of the art of Emilia Romagna. In fact,

they come from Bologna, Castel San Pietro Terme, Imola, Faenza, Forlì and Rimini.

However, this exhibition is not a regional recognition of new artistic trends. Rather, it’s a

meaning  representation  of  the  new  generation.  In  the  past  exhibitions  like  that  were

entitled “De via aemilia”. The invited artists  are becoming used to  working in  unusual

spaces such as the railway station of Bologna. With reference to their practices of work,

they  use  different  medias  like  photographs,  sculptures,  videos,  installations  and

performances.

By Mauro Manara

Artist  list: Renato  Bettinardi,  Davide  Bignami,  Annalisa  Cattani,  Vanessa  Chimera,

Dragoni  e Russo, Filippo Falaguasta, Marco Fantini,  Patrizia  Giambi,  Mala Arti  Visive,

Alessandro  Moreschini,  Enrico  Morsiani,  Daniela  Pedretti,  Roberta  Piccioni,  Anteo

Radovan,  Giulia  Ricci,  Davide  Rivalta,  Fabrizio  Rivola,  Anna Rossi,  Andrea Salvatori,

Saura Sermenghi, Felice Serreli, Adriana Torregrossa, Davide Tranchina, Luca Trevisani,

Anna Visani, Alice Volta, Italo Zuffi.
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December 21, 2002 – January 20, 2003

Every day from 7.00 p.m. to 2.00 a.m.

Opening: december the 20th at 9.00 p.m.

For further informations: tel.+39 0543 745971 email: pneuma@email.it

www.alessandromoreschini.it
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